
Big Exam #2:  PHYS 320   
 
In Midterms, you are allowed a calculator and notes with 50 bits of information. However, in this big 
exam, please work out your answers without a calculator. I will be looking for proper canceling of units. 
Precision is not important. 
 

1) I left a 100 W lightbulb on over the long weekend while I was away! 
a) How much energy did it use? Please provide answer in Joules and kWh. 

Again, this question has to start with P = E/t. The amount of electrical energy we use is E = P*t, You can 
express power in Watts, and time in seconds and get your answer in Watt*s, or in Joules. Or you can 
express you power in kW (100 W = 0.1 kW) and your time in hours and get your answer in kW*h.  
For instance, with meticulous canceling of units, time in seconds is 3 days *(24 hr/day) * (3600 s/hr) = 
260,000 s.  
 
Then E = P*t = 100 W * 260,000 seconds = 26 MJ, or 26 million Joules. I got this by recognizing that      
W = J/s and I canceled the seconds. I can turn this into kWh by multiplying by (kWh/3.6 MJ). I get about 7 
kWh.  
 

b) How much did this add to my electricity bill?  
It’s OK if you didn’t know we pay about 15 cents / kWh for electricity. However, you need to know that 
for the exams. Worldwide, a kWh costs anywhere between less than 1 cent up to a dollar. But it is about 15 
cents / kWh for most industrialized countries. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_pricing if you 
like. 
 

2) Someone asks you to estimate the electrical consumption of an electrical device. Should you (a) 
look at it, (b) listen to it, (c) feel it? Of course, you’ll do all three. However, which of the three 
would be most effective at determining if it draws a lot of power? Explain Why. 

It seems no one provided the exact answer I was looking for, although I gave full credit for many answers. 
I hope that from you exercises and calculations on Thursday’s activity section you realized that it takes a 
lot of energy to heat something up. In comparison, it takes less power to produce loud noise, move 
something, or make light. 
 
Questions #3 and #4 is on the other side 

3) About what is the maximum power that your body can put out for: 
a) 5 seconds anywhere from 500 W to 2000 W depending on how much of an athlete you are. 
b) an hour anywhere from 50 W to 250 W, depending on how much of an endurance athlete you 

are. 
Remember Robert, the bicycle track star could put out 700 W for 42 seconds. 
 

4) With a good drawing, please explain how a Brayton Cycle (gas turbine) works. 
Please see me if you still have questions after my explanation Friday. Again, the basic workings of 
a heat engine (turning heat to work) is: 
a) Compress the air, doing work on it. It heats up because the work turns to thermal energy. 
b) Heat the gas way super hot (usually with burning of fossil fuels… or concentrating sunlight). 

The pressure and/or volume gets way higher. Remember your highschool chemistry?: PV=NRT 
c) Expand the gas making it do work for you. It cools, but not as cool as before. 
d) Because you first heat it before expanding it, the gas does more work for you than you do on the 

the gas. You get more work out than you put in! But in the process, it costs you heat energy. 
You’ve turned heat energy (or the chemical potential energy of the fuels you burned) to make 
work! 

For the midterm, please know how the several heat engines on PS#2 work. 


